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The Village Echo
Editorial
Reginald Pavey has been quoted so often in TheV illage Echo that it is time that
examples of his writings should be presented in full. The decision to do so was brought
about when a notebook came into our possession that proved to be the actual notes for
his magic lantern slide presentations that many of you will remember. The notes are
elegantly written in his own hand and are accounts of village happenings and
personalities that are recorded in his three, slim histories. The notebook predates the
histories and, in fact, appears to be the basis of the later writings. So for the first time
in the Echo, a story as told by Reginald Pavey has been selected. It is of that moment of
highest drama in village history, the Warden / Bond duel of 1792. It is worth the
retelling . By coincidence, two other items relating to the duel appeared recently and
they form two interesting footnotes to the article; one concerns the irascible Warden and
the other relates to Bond. We now know the actual address on the Street where James
Warden lived, presumably before he moved to Langmoor Manor. There is another remarkable coincidence concerning subsequent generations of both families.
David Carter’s description of the old system of village government that existed
before the Local Government Act of 1897 is most interesting. It is quite a revelation to
learn of the authority once wielded by the Vestry and of its impact upon the community
in those not too distant days. Times have indeed changed.
Yet another document has also created great excitement. A Charmouth poet has
been found. Jill Matthews brought in a book that had been lent to her by a friend in
Sussex as there were references to Charmouth in it. It was a leather-bound ‘Day Book’
that had once belonged to a lady of evident education and wealth who had lived in the
village for most of her life. Her creative period dates from 1803 to 1822. She was a
contemporary of Jane Austen and she moved in aristocratic circles. Her husband
predeceased her in 1829 and their gravestone dated 1857 stands at the east wall of the
parish church.
The verse Matrimonial Ladder on page 7 is a sample of her talent. It is dated
1819 and is a scanning from the Day Book; the handwriting and the watercolour are
hers. The theme of the verse might seem a trifle cynical, but then again, it might well
have been tongue in cheek. There is more to come regarding this lady but there is still
much research to be done before the full story can be told.
I am very pleased with the responses in the ‘Letters’ section in the journal.
Thank you to Rita and Derrick. Derrick’s letter made a reference to a totally new source
of local history, at least as far as I was concerned. He told us of a publication of the
1870s that contained a most graphic example of the conditions under which local people
existed in our vicinity within very few generations ago. It certainly dispels the merry
maypole myth of the rustic past.
Another special thank you to Maggie Pratt for her bird’s eye view of what might
have happened in that summer of 1940.
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The Warden Bond Duel
Reginald Pavey
1884—1973
James Warden came to Charmouth at the end of the 18 th century after a
distinguished career in the Royal Navy. He bought the Manor of Charmouth
and lived in Langmoor Manor on the Axminster Road.
He was a quarrelsome gentleman. At several Parish meetings he strongly
objected to certain rates and elections. He won an action against the Rev. Brian
Coombe, curate in charge of the Parish, and others for removing sand from the
beach; he disinherited his son and finally quarrelled with his neighbour,
Norman Bond, to whom he was extremely abusive in Charmouth Street,
threatening to shoot his dogs. Bond told him that he was unaccustomed to
abusive language and would not contend with him in that way. Warden
answered that he was ready to meet him in any way whatever and walked off.
During the next few days Warden refused to apologise and fresh insults
followed which led to the final catastrophe.
The parties met on the morning of April 28 th 1792 at Hunter’s Lodge;
Warden attended by a second and Bond without one, as his residence at
Charmouth had been too short to date to form many acquaintances. The first
shot fell to Warden - Bond having given the challenge, and the ball passed
through Bond’s hat. Bond was the better marksman; immediately on his firing,
Warden fell, being shot through the heart. The Coroner’s inquest brought in a
verdict of Wilful Murder against Bond, who was obliged to seek refuge in
Barbados. How long he stayed abroad or when or where he died, his family
today have no knowledge.
Mrs Warden had certain verses written for her by Mr Puddicome of
Lyme and inscribed on the tomb. She also had a memorial ring containing a
lock of his hair. From these it might be supposed that she was overcome with
grief and died broken-hearted. However there is a statement made by Mr John
Palmer, to Mr Mellor, Attorney at Law (a copy of which is in my possession)
that Mrs Warden welcomed and even courted her widowhood. She chose the
pistols, thanking the gentleman who lent them, and made no effort to prevent
the duel, although she lived in the sight of a magistrate. In fact she seemed
anxious that one of them should fall. If Bond should fall, her husband must be
hanged and if her husband, she was fairly rid of him. ( Letters relating to the
duel were lent to me by Bond’s great, great grandson. The tomb, which is
outside the north porch of the church was repaired by descendants of the
Warden family a few years ago.)
For many years it was said in the village that the duel was caused by
Bond shooting Mrs Warden’s rabbit and that she forced her husband to annoy
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and abuse Bond. It was not until I had received the letters from Bond’s
descendant that the true history of the duel was explained. In support of the
white rabbit theory, Fernhill Lane was said to be haunted by a White Rabbit.
Many people say they have seen it.
The following extract from James Warden’s will is interesting. It was
signed January 24th 1792. He left his estate in trust to his wife and upon her
decease the rents and profits from the trust, were to pay his son William Weeks
Wharton Warden £20 a year during his life by four evenly quarterly
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payments. But in case he should at any time, sell, dispose of, or make away
with, or borrow money on the said annuity, then he declared the bequest thereof
should be deemed void, as if his son was actually dead.
The money seems to have been derived from Charmouth property and a
tenement called “Streets tenement”* also that field or close of land called
“Single Common on the eastern side of Sea Side Lane.”**
William was still alive in 1854, then 78 years of age. He died on the 22 nd
September 1856. His widow died on the 10 th June 1858. William’s sister Ann
married Capt. Matthew Liddon RN, whose son Matthew was last of the family
to be Lords of the Manor of Charmouth.
His great, great, great granddaughter, Prudence F. Liddon was born 2 nd
September 1944 and was baptized in Charmouth Church. Mrs Wilkinson, who
lived at Foxley Ridge until a few years ago, was Prudence’s grandmother and
granddaughter of Matthew Liddon. When Mrs Wilkinson left Charmouth we
lost our intimate connection with James Warden’s family.
*Most likely from The Holt. It is evident from the recently received deeds of
that property that James Warden had actually owned the house.
**Lower Sea Lane

Another remarkable coincidence regarding the two central characters of
Warden / Bond duel came from a Mrs Barbara Burgess of Croxton, Staffs. Her
great-great-grandfather, Weston Yonge, married Norman Bond’s daughter
Mary. In the 1920s Mrs Burgess’ father, Rev. Yonge was a curate at Minehead
where the vicar, Prebendary Liddon, turned out to be the great-great-grandson
of James Warden!
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The Matrimonial Ladder
Acceptation

Rumination

Agitation

Alteration

Declaration

Irritation

Hesitation

Disputation

Approbation

Desperation

Flirtation

Detestation

Admiration

Separation

Cupid the Poets say reposes
Amidst sweet violets and Roses
Where sunshine ever gilds the day
And mirth and pleasure love to stray,
These brilliant scenes attract the young
And many a sprightly foot hath sprung
To mount the ladder here display’d
With fearless step, all undismay’d,
Unheeding that when at the top,
A guide is needed where to stop,
Prudence she’s call’d & if not near
The careless see no cause to fear,
But soon they find it to their cost
Giddy they turn, their balance lost,
All efforts vain, they downward bend,
And misery marks their fatal end
Where wilds of thorns and briars below
Faint emblems of their anguish grow !
SK 1819
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A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE COMBINED CHURCH AND
PARISH COUNCIL FROM 1860 TO 1945.
Could you have survived on £18 per annum? That was the salary for
being the Overseer of Charmouth Poor House in 1861 and three persons
competed for this prestigious post. For £7 per annum you could have become
the collector of road tolls. Way Wardens and Surveyors were all content with
similar wages and there was fierce competition for the posts.
These are some of the fascinating facts which emerge from the
minutes of the Annual General Meetings of the combined councils of the
nineteenth century up to 1897 when they were devolved by Act of Parliament
and went their own ways as Church and State.
Until the combined committees were separated by The Local
Government Act, the rector was the ex-officio chairman and he was supported
by a Rector's Warden and a People's Warden who both had executive power.
This body was known as The Vestry and was responsible for the appointment of
public servants such as the various overseers. Their responsibilities included the
upkeep of paths, bridges and stiles; (the essential means of communication for
those outside the village to attend church and shops;) for roads and tolls; water
supplies (but not sewage disposal; a sewage farm did not exist so we must
assume that the back garden and giant rhubarb was the final resting place).
Overseers were also appointed for The Poor House or Hospital and of course
Parochial business.
You will gather that the Vestry was all-powerful and virtually ran every
aspect of village life. Most of these operations were supported out of the rates which
appeared to average 5 pence in the pound, but even this sum proved a hardship to
some and persons were excused by the council on appeal. It seemed that church
repairs and maintenance swallowed most of the money even though St Andrew’s
had replaced the old St Matthew’s only 14 years earlier.
The July issue of The V illage Echo gave an account of the Poor House
which was located on Lyme Hill. The NIMBY syndrome was thriving even in 1867
when a special meeting was called by the ratepayers to oppose the intended
establishment of a hospital. They were not keen to be lumbered with rates to pay for
the hospital and furthermore condemned the whole proposal particularly if paupers
from outside the parish were to be introduced. Parish Officers were instructed to
oppose the whole idea.
In December 1886 the Home Office Burial Act Department sent a
(handwritten) letter instructing the parish to close the churchyard and to submit a
list of graves and vaults which, by being deepened to 5 feet without exposing coffins or bones, could be used. Twenty Five were identified including one for a
Mrs. Gear who was given special permission to be buried in her reserved plot.
Earlier in 1861 the yard size had been increased by the incorporation of a
cottage
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(Owner Mrs Lydia Watts nee Bradbeer) and the village pound.
The imminent closure of the churchyard resulted in urgent action by
the Vestry to acquire land for a cemetery on the Axminster Road. It was
purchased in 1887. A loan of £302.19.0 was sanctioned by the Vestry to The
Burial Board of Charmouth to be repaid with interest over 30 years out of the
Poor Rates. Some idea of the value of money may be gleaned when the
various expenses are analysed. Cost of Chapel £150.00: Lych Gate £71.8.0: Village hearse £10.0.0.
In 1876 the parish pathways were in such a parlous condition that a
special committee was formed to assess their condition. The large scale map,
now hanging in the Pavey Room, was probably used to identify the field
numbers, paths and bridges. A recommendation that there should be more user
friendly stiles for women and children and that the various bridges were in need
of repair, was accepted. A proposal that two or more landowners should walk
the paths one month before Lady Day to report their findings was adopted.
Several interesting places are mentioned in the report including the
artillery ground, magazine field and path to the cement mills. The two bridges
to the east of the village are named Holly Bridge nearest Newlands and Paradise
Bridge next to the old mill.
As in all committees things did not always run smoothly at the Vestry
meetings. The Assistant Overseer of the Poor House refused to hand

The New Church 1836. St. Andrews
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Over a balance of £11.1.7 of the rates in spite of agreeing to his new terms of
employment of £18.0.0 per year. After a long stand off during the months of
November 1868 to February 1869 it was decided to terminate his appointment,
the resolution being signed by no less than 19 members including 3 women.
One councillor made his mark with a cross. It seems hard on the miscreant that
the next Overseer was appointed on £20.0.0 per year. Even 14 years later a
winning tender of only £15.0.0. was accepted. Trades Unions were still in their
infancy except in the industrial north and Rural Unionism was still frowned upon. The Tolpuddle Martyrs had only recently returned from Australia.
In 1892 some members of The Vestry were not happy with the way church
wardens were elected and demanded a village poll. The results were 65 in
favour of the existing system; i.e. the rector appointing his own and the PCC
theirs. There were 14 against the system. In 1888 the Rector had to call a
meeting to order, perhaps indicating that the Vestry were not wholly 'yes men'.
Later, when feelings were running high about lack of water supplies, the
Vestry asked the whole Water Committee to go. The rector's resignation
calmed the situation and the rest of the committee stayed in office. Water was
an ongoing problem and a meeting was called by The Rural Sanitary Authority
of Axminster District under The Public Health Act 1875 to try and resolve the
matter. As far back as 1872 contractors laying new pipes had charged for
unused pipes and questions were raised. Households that used more than one
standpipe were rated accordingly.
After the 1897 devolvement records only deal with the Parochial business
of St Andrew’s. The old font which had been standing outside the church was
moved into the base of the tower 'at the entrance of the church' in order that an
old relic of St Matthews' church might be preserved. The rector, Mr. Sims, was
asked to explain the significance of the ringing of bells at funerals. He
explained that Canon Law laid down that a bell should be tolled on the death of
every parishioner, this being called the 'Old Passing Bell' which invited the
public to pray for the soul of the departed. A letter from the bishop was read
confirming this. The Vestry agreed to the use of the bells as a warning of fire.
In 1901 new heating, ventilated windows and a cholestory box were
installed. In 1907 the need for a Church Hall was identified resulting in a
building fund being opened. Land was donated by Mr Douglas Pass of
Wootton for that purpose. The Vestry first met in a partially built hall in 1912.
It was completed in 1913 when the Bishop of Salisbury attended a social
gathering. Shortly afterwards, at the outbreak of the Great War it was
requisitioned by the army as it was again in 1940.
In 1901 a Diocesan Fund was first mentioned. It was the called The Bishop of
Salisbury's Fund and was designed for each parish to contribute a share to carry out
Diocesan work. .It was to include help for poorer livings and repairs and expenses at
(Church) schools. Charmouth's first year contribution was to be £17..0. 0
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which was met in full. In subsequent years repeat performances drew written
congratulations from the Bishop himself.
The minutes of 1914/15 were dominated by 'The Great European War'.
The rector told the meeting that he was 'Confident of the Righteousness of The
Allies Cause trusting in the hands of Almighty God'. Gloom was recorded in
1916/17 as the Great War showed no signs of ending. Mr Sims made a scathing
attack on Russia for deserting the cause, but the loss of a friend on the eastern
front was more than compensated for by the arrival of the United States, 'more
powerful, more loyal, more efficient in men, money and materials than Russia
had been'. He was hopeful of the future. During those years services were held
in daylight and all seaward facing windows in Charmouth were blacked out.
There was no church heating, as coal could not be hauled from Bridport due to
lack of horses, which had been commandeered for the Western Front.
In 1916 Dorset was divided into two Archdeaconaries in order to lighten
the Archdeacon's work load. The National Assembly Act of 1923 laid down the
new procedures for the election of wardens, sidesmen and councillors.
A major upset occurred with the 1929 proposal to introduce The Prayer
Book Measure, by which a revised order of services was laid out. The Rector,
the Rev Norman Bennett was so bitterly opposed to the Measure that he had inserted in the minutes a printed excerpt from 'The Daily News' which suggested
that the changes were wholly unworkable and should be rejected. He persuaded
the PCCC to carry the motion against unanimously. As we know the Measure
became the Revised Version still in use today.

The years between 1920 and 1940 may be considered Charmouth's Golden
Years. The accounts were in credit, freewill gifts were generous, the choir
numbered 30 and a string band played in church. There was a full complement of
bellringers, a new Rover Scout hut had been erected next to the church hall and the
boys were instructed in making wireless sets. A thriving Mother's Union raised
funds for kneelers, new gates, curtains and prayer books, and there was a lively
Sunday School run by Miss Whittington for over 50 years. In several AGM's the
rectors recorded their appreciation that Charmouth was a delight to work in and
it was a most happy and ideal parish in which a rector would cure souls.
It was in 1931 that Mr R W J Pavey's name first appears as a Parochial Church
Councillor, following in his father's and grandfather's footsteps. He retired in 1951
after 15 years as a churchwarden.
The AGM minutes covered over 550 pages of handwritten pages, some of
which are almost illegible. Considering the period covered very little detail was
recorded, it mainly being of a formal nature, confirming elections and appointments.
The records of the working minutes were probably sent to the County Archivist in
the Parish Chest. A catalogue of documents lodged there may be inspected at the
Council Office.
David Carter
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Charmouth During the War
Although during the war I was away most of the time, Charmouth was
my home and I returned here on every possible occasion – days off, holidays
etc.
Changes here took place very quickly. The men got together to form our
branch of the Home Guard under the leadership of Colonel Little. Some were
ordered to go up to Stonebarrow at night where there was a gun emplacement to
look out for signs of invasion. Concrete blocks were constructed and placed
along the beach, and towards the east mines were placed under the sand.
All windows were blacked out and a warden was appointed to make
certain that no lights could be seen. Other men formed a group to help collect
up old papers etc., and dispose of them. Sometimes they helped to deliver milk.
All residents had ration cards to enable them to buy enough food to
sustain them,, but not enough to hoard. Eggs were rationed too, as were of
course, petrol and clothes. Many, who were too old to enlist or to help
actively, were able to help the war effort by making camouflage nets in their
own homes or by knitting socks etc.
In due course, many soldiers were billeted in our homes and many women organized a canteen and dancing to give them a little relaxation. Later our
men were succeeded by Americans as they waited for D Day.
One summer a brand new technical invention was built on Stonebarrow
(although they had been warned that it was not the right place due to the
slipping cliffs.). Its purpose was to locate by radio aircraft coming towards us,
but alas it slipped down the cliff soon afterwards.
There were one or two dog-fights over Lyme Bay and a German plane
was shot down and one bomb was dropped on Stonebarrow. Planes used to fly
in over Charmouth when they were coming to bomb Bristol. On the golf links a
wooden hut was constructed and three ‘Wrens’(WRNS) translated the
conversations of the German pilots flying overhead.
Charmouth like the rest of the country sent many men to fight in the war
and some women too. They all worked closely together to do all they could to
help the war effort and support the men who fought for us.

Leslie Baragwanath
Mrs Baragwanath’s parents lived in the village. She returned home when
time allowed, as she was a nurse in a London hospital during the Blitz and
before joining the Royal Navy as a Nursing Sister.
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In Defence of the Realm
The seed of this story emerged when Roy Aldworth donated his father’s
WW1 Regimental records to the Pavey Group. These papers had been bundled
up in a stout wooden box and had been left in his shed since his death. The
contents of the box provided an excellent insight into a soldier’s lot during The
Great War 1914 – 1919. The story of Sgt. Clifford Aldworth’s military career
was published in The V illage Echo No.9 of Autumn 2002. However, this tale is
not concerned with his papers, but with the box in which the papers were found.
I think we were going to throw the box away as it was wet and wood
wormed. We then noticed faint stenciling on the lid. It read “AW BOMBS, GLASS,
HANDLE WITH CARE” This was intriguing. Although having had some
experience of Mills 36s a long time ago, glass bombs were well outside my
experience. A call to the Royal Logistical Museum describing the details on the lid
created an obvious interest; the initials “A.W.” were those of a major explosives
manufacturer. Major D.F. Hazel of the museum promised to research the matter.
This he did.
They were cheap bombs. The official designation was the 75 Anti tank
Grenade or the A.W. Bottle Grenade, A.W. being the abbreviation of Albright and
Wilson, the chemical company that manufactured them. It was nothing more than a
half pint beer bottle filled with white phosphorus, water to stabilize the phosphorus
and a mixture of paraffin and ground rubber. The bottle was ‘crowned’ with the
familiar crimped metal top. It was nothing more than a professionally produced
Molotov cocktail.
These simple, cheap, incendiary devices were for use primarily against
vehicles. Upon being thrown, the glass would smash, the phosphorus would react
with the air and burst into flame, igniting the paraffin/rubber mix creating a hot,
sticky, conflagrating mass with a dense smoke – and stink.
A significant comment in the major’s letter was that ‘these grenades were
widely issued to the Home Guard in lieu of anything better’. This would certainly
account for the presence of these glass bombs in the village, the community being
so near the coast. It would also indicate the imminence of the German invasion of
Britain in that glorious summer of 1940. This was the year that the LDV , the Local
Defence Volunteers, the earlier home defence organisation, was renamed the Home
Guard. The glass bombs were evidently issued as a means of repelling the German
forces by attacking their vehicles passing through the village. It would have
required considerable valour to do so.
There were very few rifles or weapons of any sort at that date, so the task of
getting near enough to an armoured vehicle to throw a grenade would have been
hazardous to the point of suicidal.
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In 1942, just beyond the last house on the south side of Axminster Road,
some small boys entered the Liley Farm field through a gate marked ‘Private’.
They were working their way along the hedge to where the bank and hedge
overlooked the Axminster Road. At this point they came across a shallow hole
covered in twigs and leaves. In it they found a wooden box of what they
thought to be beer bottles filled with what seemed to be petrol. Their curiosity
having been satisfied and the fact that the contents smelt, the boys went on their
way. It was many years before one of the little lads, Malcolm Bowditch,
realized that this box had obviously been hidden in that field at a point
overlooking the road where the Home Guard could have attacked the enemy
vehicles. They never came of course and the bombs were long forgotten.
Malcolm’s memory of the box of smelly beer bottles was not recalled for more
than half a century when another great event in Charmouth’s history came to
pass - the construction of the Great Charmouth Bypass.
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One day in the 1980’s, a mechanical digger was operating on the
construction of the new roundabout at the west end of the village, where the
road was to join the brand new bypass near Wood Farm. While excavating a
bank close to where a great tree once stood, at the edge of Langmoor Manor,
there was a flash followed by a cloud of heavy, foul-smelling smoke. This was
followed by a sequence of flashes and further bursts of smoke and stink. This
was clearly an explosive situation, so the alarm was raised and in very short
time, the excellent Charmouth Fire Brigade arrived at the site led by Divisional
Officer Clive Godwin. His arrival coincided with an equally dedicated member
of the local constabulary, P.C. Ferguson. Fireman Michael Hendricks recalls
the event. Pointed words ensued as to who held the the overall responsibility
for the situation, the constable or the fireman. There was a physical element to
this dispute: one of the protagonists was very tall, the other very short. The
scene can be imagined. Establishing authority was important as decisions had
to be made for work safety and especially for traffic control. Events forced the
issue; the fire and particularly the smoke was such that a decision on action
had to be made quickly. The outcome was that work was stopped, as was the
traffic - for hours. A call to Aldershot had been made for assistance and a
bomb disposal squad arrived later that day. Six more boxes of the bombs were
found. With the firemen and the water tender standing by, the sappers quickly
disposed of the grenades by a controlled detonation on the spot. They left
wondering why they had been called for such a trifling event. It was
nevertheless a moment of high drama for Charmouth.
To date no other hidden bombs have been uncovered. The evident
strategy was that had the invasion taken place, the village force would have
been ready. As the enemy vehicles approached or departed Charmouth, our ill
-armed and part-uniformed village defenders, proud of their LDV armbands,
would have lain in wait concealed near the strategically placed stores of
bombs. At the critical moment, an order would have rung out and the beer
bottles would have been flung at the might of the Wehrmacht.
It is as well they did not come.
NB.The box can now be seen in a pr ominent display at the Royal Logistic
Corps Museum at Deepcut, Camberley, Surrey. (Roy had treated the box for
woodworm).
Peter M Press
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Wilfred Smith of' `Befferlands' Farm.

Befferlands Farm formed part of the estate of Catherstone Manor. This
estate was parcelled off by the old Bullen family (Anne Boleyn's family) after
the Second World War. It was a mixed farm of over two hundred acres centred
around an old farm house and barton situated about a mile or so along the
Whitchurch road, roughly following the river Char.
Sections of the farm buildings are probably very old, back beyond the
Elizabethan period to the time of the Normans. We can focus on an extract
from the Forde Abbey Cartularies circa 1250 that refers to the granting of a
croft of land by Geoffrey Debonare. The croft, called “Brodefurlong” together
with a meadow in that same croft beside the water of Cerne (river Char) was
made to Robert de Lewcombe for his "Homage and service” to the said Geoffrey Debonare for a rent of six pence payable at Eastertide. It is specifically stated that the land was not to be reassigned to Jews, which possibly anticipates
their expulsion from England in 1290 under Edward 1st. The farm is entered on
a Royal Engineers survey map of 1804 as "Botherlands" and it has been
suggested that the evolution of the farm name from "Brodefurlong" to
"Befferlands" is plausable. Brod was the Old English word for spike which
could be used to describe a thin strip of land about a furlong in length. I
support this view until further enlightenment is presented.
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Above :- Captain and Prince with herdsman Cliff Aldworth. In the wagon sits
Roy Aldworth no doubt eager for a long days toil .

Above:- Mrs violet Smith with the farm cat Doll Nicolls with “Dinah”. Miss
Nicolls worked for many years in the bakers shop at Charmouth. Wilfred
(Boss) Smith the farmer and church warden with "Polly" who was allowed to
fly free. On one famous occasion the adventurous parrot flew down a disused
chimney stack and could only be released after the partial demolition of the oId
fire place. Wilfred was the eldest of four children and was known as "Boss"
since his school days.
18

Above :- Land Army girls on parade in full dress with the farm’s first Fordson
Tractor.

Above :- Holiday outing circa 1925. Wilfred Smith’s grocery shop is closed
and he sits proudly at the wheel of his " Trojan" car with family visitors. Doll
Nicolls is next to the driver of the early Austin Seven, which does not appear to
have any lights. Note the solid tyres on the "Trojan.
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There were five witnesses to the transaction including William de La
Berne, who presumably owned Berne Farm, which is just up the road towards
Whitchurch. The Normans were superb organisers but as most of their
business transactions were witnessed by at least five or six men, either they did
not trust each other overmuch, or looked for any excuse to party! Another
witness who found it hard to stay away from such occasions was Stephen of
Hogchester, who no doubt could be relied upon to supply a luncheon of wild
boar.
A more recent history of "Befferlands" could commence around 1927.
This is when Wilfred Smith (the eldest of Florence Smith’s children see edition
11 of the V illage Echo) and his wife Violet took over the farm. Wilfred was already well known in the village as he had previously kept a grocers shop towards the top of the street beside Hutchins shoe shop and Childs the Ironmongers.
He had earlier run dairy farms at Whitford near Seaton and another
near Wool, though his first job had been that of a teacher at The Bedminster
School for deaf children in Bristol. Throughout his farming career he was closely associated with his brother in law Clifford Aldworth who was his herdsman.
Clifford lived with his wife and family of four boys, in a cottage just past Bellair on the Whitchurch road. An appreciation of his life was the
subject of a
previous V illage Echo article. His son Roy is of course well known to us all.
From the map it can be seen that "Befferlands" is close to the river Char. I
can remember as a child leaving my bed on a Christmas visit and staring in wonder
out of the window. Having gone to sleep securely on dry land on Christmas-eve the
farm house was now almost surrounded by water. My thoughts were never far from
my stomach so I reasoned that as it was Christmas time, there would be plenty of
food about, so we would not starve. With a bit of luck we could be stranded for
weeks and I would miss school, the missing of which I unfortunately considered to
be a very good thing. Alas the waters subsided before the raft I was busily designing
could be launched, and we managed to motor home, joyously splashing water in all
directions in uncle Wilfred’s Austin. This was very much against my mother’s
principles as she considered her brother to be a very dangerous driver. He was
certainly more exciting than my father, who at that time cherished his unblemished
driving record, not having owned a car for some time!
It was because of the well-watered acres on some of the farm land that
providence was encouraged to move in unusually mysterious ways. There is no
doubt that Wilfred was a hard working man, loyal and generous and slow to find
fault. However, I think that as the years passed it was clear that his heart was never
completely in farming. He made a living but it could not have been said to be a
handsome one.
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Left. Wilfred with pedigree
'North Devon Bull". These
were known as the "Rubies of
the West" because of their rich
red colour.

Right: Roy Aldworth somewhat over
the top! When he protested that there
was no more room the comment from
the loader was, "There's plenty of
room upwards!
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Then came the war, and because of the nation’s need it was decreed by
the higher wisdom of the men from the Ministry of Agriculture that flax must
be grown again. For some time this local industry had been running down and
many of the specialist skills required were lost. Once an important local
industry for rope and sail making and indeed largely equipping Nelson’s Battle
Fleet, it must be remembered that West Bay around the year 1800 was one of
the foremost ship building ports in the land.
It was decided by the ministry that eight and a half acres of warm and
well watered Befferlands land was to be planted with flax. This is believed to be
to the only flax planted in the area, and was pulled by school children who were
given time off from school to complete the job.
I am told that a subsidy of two hundred pounds per acre was paid for
flax, and this together with the prospect of a more or less free supply of labour
to pull the crop, must have made it one of the best deals ever to have hit the
local farming community. Pulling the flax was necessary in order to retain the
full length of the fibres. The end product was said to be essential for the manufacture of parachute cords. Producing the raw material was a highly skilled job
performed by "Retters" and this name is now part of the local
archaeology of surnames. How many airman’s lives were saved by Befferlands
flax is not recorded, but the belief in the value of their work must have been a
real comfort to the children who returned home to their parents after a long
day’s labour with very sore hands. The final preparation of the material and its
conversion into strong cordage was made in the mill at Waytown near
Netherbury.
From about 1927 Wilfred started to farm Befferlands, and although the
going was difficult, he and his herdsman, Clifford Aldworth gave it their best shot,
raising a substantial herd of dairy cows. He also probably had the interest and
assistance of his uncle John Toms, the local miller and about whom I hope to write
in a later issue of the V illage Echo. However, almost from the time of his arrival at
Charmouth his interest in St Andrew’s Church and church affairs in general became
a dominant feature of his life. He soon became a member of the Parochial Church
council, and in 1934 was elected to be "People’s Warden". Interestingly the vicar's
warden at that time was none other than Reginald Pavey and both wardens would by
necessity have had a long and close association. I am not sure how the division of
tasks and responsibilities of the wardens was made but the list is, to say the least,
daunting.
These duties were laid down in an ancient canon of 1604. Among many other
responsibilities they include; repairs to the church nave; all the moveable furniture
and ornaments of which they became the legal owners and were obliged to insure;
the font must be kept in good repair and leak proof; a pulpit strong enough to
contain a well nourished and sometimes highly motivated priest; provision of the
sacramental bread and wine; the provision of a large bible and a parchment book
for registering baptisms; the provision of seats for the parishioners and the
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maintenance of good order and ecclesiastical discipline in church, including if
necessary the forcible removal of gentlemen’s hats from their heads.
The office of Church Warden was dignified by the bearing of an
embossed staff or wand surmounted with a brass or silver cross. The warden
was instructed that among other uses, this staff was for “the driving of ye stray
dogs from ye church”. It was also his unenviable task every Sunday, to tour the
local ale houses and drag off the usual suspects to Church. Possibly a special
heavy duty staff was available for this function! It is difficult to imagine
Reginald Pavey or Wilfred Smith entering the “George Inn" and carting off
Percy Smith and Charlie Larcombe to Church but two hundred years ago
it would have been a proposition. In the local hierarchy of elected public
officials, Church Wardens were rated very highly when the Church was a power
in the land.
For many years with shoes polished, neck scrubbed, hair combed and
socks straight, I sat in our usual pew every Sunday and waited for a fantasy to
enter my imagination. Hopefully it would be powerful enough to sustain me
over the service which I more or less knew by heart. A few strong chords from
the organist would announce the first hymn and we would all rise. The vestry
doors would open and the Clergy, including the Church Wardens, would form a
procession and walk slowly to their appointed places. I can remember feeling a
moment of pride that it was my uncle Wilfred who formed part of the
ceremony, which he maintained for a remarkable twenty five years.
He retired from farming in 1948 and for the rest of his days lived in a
cottage called "Upcot" at the bottom of the old Lyme Road. His contribution to
the life of the village over the period of his office was immense. Although
Wilfred did not reach a great age, his wife Violet lived to be one hundred and
five.
Peter Childs

Past Snippet
June 1958
Charmouth's very own skiffle band was very much in vogue in the summer of
58. “The Red Planet" skiffle group as they were called, entered a skiffle band
competition at the Comrades Hall, Broadwindsor. It is not known how they
fared but it was quite lively. The members of the band were: Billy Duke
(guitar), Dave Trevett (bass), Geoff Restorick (guitar) and Johnny Davis
(drums). The bass consisted of an old tea chest, a piece of string, and a broom
handle. Some of the first skifflers in Charmouth were Keith Grinter, Roy
Aldworth, M.Thomas, N. Frampton, P.McLachlan. The band was known as
“The Char Vale Skiffle Band”. Apart from P. Mc Lachlan, all are still active
and live in the area. Only Billy Duke still plays any instruments in public.
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Letters to the Editor
1 Nutcombe Terrace
Charmouth
20/08/03
Village Echo No. 11
Dear Sir,
I would like to set the record straight on the paragraph about the Gooden
family in the article entitled The Poor House.
Margaret Gooden was NOT Robert Gooden’s widow. She was nanny to
the Gooden children at their family home in Over Compton.
She had an affair with John Gooden, Robert’s father who was the vicar. As a
result of this he had to leave the church and the family home. He and Margaret
set up home at what is now Eastwell and Westwell in the old Lyme Road.
Robert came to live with his father and started his butterfly farm. When John
Gooden died Margaret moved over to the Old Lyme Hill and Robert returned to
the family estate at Over Compton and set up his World Wide Butterflies. To
the best of my knowledge he is still alive and living there.
Yours
Rita Whatmore
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The Editor
The Village Echo
Charmouth

Address Supplied

Sir,
Further to your article in the Village Echo No 11 regarding the village
poorhouse, I would like to bring the following to the attention of your readers.
The extract below is from a little known publication “ Pictures of Lyme Regis”
by M. Phillips in 1817; printed in Chard by Tucker Toms; it was sold in
Charmouth by Kitt.
Mr M Phillips, writing in 1817, highlights the distress in which the
labouring classes were in.
“Where there were formerly three good harbours, Bridport, Lyme and
Charmouth, there is now, from neglect, particularly Bridport, scarcely any
inducement for a merchant vessel to put in, consequently thousands of hands
employed in different trades and manufactories in the vicinity of these places,
are falling into distress, misery and pauperism.
The wretched appearance of the Cottags, And the miserable situation of the
Huttagers, if we may so call them, for Huts of the most comfortless order they
are; till within a short time, these poor people had good employment.
In passing a great many Huts a few days since on heaths, lofty Downs, and
barren Hills, it was dreadful to behold the state of these poor creatures; of all
the ragged tribe, never was seen any so deplorable: fine young Women, from
fifteen to twenty years of age, were, at the appearance of a Stranger, running
half naked, and wholly ragged, to hide themselves in the nearest hut”
I know that there were “Charmouth Roads” but was Charmouth ever a
harbour?
The letter in the same issue from Vera Matthews nee Gale is of interest.
When I was very small we stayed for a couple of weeks at the W ander Inn as
paying guests with Mrs Pigeon. Her daughter Joan ran the village Post Office
from a room in Swiss Cottage if my memory serves me correctly. I have no
recollection of a Mr Pigeon. What really sticks in my mind is rushing to the
bedroom window to see my first sighting of a car going down the Street. We
lived down a long lane in the country.
Regards,
Derrick Warren
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The Oldest Building in the Village?
This question of the oldest building in the village has arisen again. There
is much speculation. Some claims on certain properties seem to be subject to an
elastic dating principle to a degree of exaggeration that defies belief. The point
is that very little is known of the history of any old buildings in the village.
Questions relating to buildings, particularly their ages are frequently asked at
the Pavey Room. The fact that we can offer little information in this respect is a
major deficiency within our resources. It follows that any research of old buildings would be a major contribution to village records. Even short notes consisting of details of the names, dates on deeds and copies of old correspondence
would be of great worth. The importance of such cryptic information is that it
can be used for cross referencing with existing records to assist in dating other buildings
and associated events.

Even less is known of the evolution of the village architecture. There
must have been structures along the road from the ford or bridge at the bottom
of the village up the long hill to the top since remote times. To date, there is no
evidence of the Romans except one Roman coin. There are references to a Saxon presence, but the first hard evidence of a village community stems from the
Domesday survey of 1088. From this we learn of a Saxon lord named Algar
who was dispossessed by the Count of Mortain, the Conqueror’s half-brother.
Charmouth at that date would have had the Lord’s establishment with his serfs
and slaves.There were also three villagers who owned ploughs and sixteen salt
workers. They must have lived somewhere.
The earliest hard evidence of habitation comes with the creation of the
borough of Charmouth by the abbots of Forde in the 1290s. As you probably know
the village was unique in that it was a planned community.It has the wall and the
burgage plots that still bear evidence of the remarkable scheme. The plots and the
privileges bestowed on the new village by the abbots implied a settled population.
It would be reasonable to assume that the dwellings would have been situated with
access to the road for ease of communication in exactly the same manner as at
present. Over the centuries, homes for generations of inhabitants would have
undergone the cycle of construction, decay and rebuilding; the materials being
recycled from the former structure to the new. With the passage of time, materials
for larger structures would have been supplemented with abundant fieldstone and
the lias and limestone from the beach. Anyone living on the Street today could well
be sitting on the site of an eight hundred year old medieval structure or even older.
Relative dating is a possible means of approximating a date for a building, in other
words dating by comparison. An age of a structure can be ‘guestimated’ by the
materials and workmanship used and the fact that it might look older than other
buildings in the village. A good example would have been the recently
demolished W ander Inn.
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The materials and techniques were obviously old. There are several other
structures in the village of a similar age. Yet another problem in dating
vernacular buildings is to decide into which century they should be assigned.
This is helpful isn’t it? One cannot even agree into which hundred-year span to
put them. Then again there are examples of very old buildings that have been so
modified that any semblance of antiquity has been destroyed.
The problem persists. Some of our finer older structures date to the late
1400s.The Queens Armes is thought to be of the 1480s. How many
structures can you assign to this period? This is a test. So which building is the
oldest in the village? This might be a can of worms but the following places
have some credibility: The Charmouth House, The George, Bow House, the
Manor and the Queens Armes. Are there more? Of course, I would need details
and dates to support other claims.
Perhaps for the time being and for your peace of mind, it would be wiser
to stay within the realm of ‘imaginative conviction’ when faced with this
dating problem. It is conviction that counts – especially when dealing with
estate agents.
Peter M. Press

Forthcoming Events
There will be no further reminders of our programmes before Christmas, so
please do not forget the following events:

Public Meeting
Charmouth and the Foundation of Western Australia by Gwen Chessell,
Thursday, November 6th ’03, 7.30 the Village Hall. Posters with final details
of the meeting will be in place within the village next week.
Gwen, a member of the Pavey Group, has had her history of the above
published by the University of Western Australia
Group Meeting
Wine & Cheese Evening. Thursday 4th December at the Elms, 7.30.
The event will be quite informal with the opportunity to meet other members of
the Group
Coffee Mornings
A reminder that you are most welcome to drop by the Pavey Room for
coffee/tea and biscuits on the first Tuesday of every month throughout the year.
Hoping to see you at every event!

A reminder that subscriptions for 2003 / 04 were due as of
the evening of the AGM on 25th September last.
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Past Snippet
November 1997
Lyme News 4/11/77
A plea for a by-pass at Charmouth was made by
Parish Council Chairman Mr L Skinner at the annual meeting of the Dorset
Association of Local Councils. Mr Skinner claimed that with road widening at
the east and west end of the village, the main road through the village was
becoming a bottleneck. It was very narrow and carried an enormous amount of
traffic and has a bad accident problem. After some 25 years of discussing it,
people felt that the time had now come when they should be given a by-pass.
Mr Skinner goes on to say that there had recently been twenty two accidents,
nine of them serious. On one occasion his own house was transformed into a
mini-hospital at 3am one morning. A car had crashed into a telephone pole
bringing it down and the telephone lines. Mr Skinner had to go for help and the
police. The ambulance service used his house as a base. The feeling was that
other places were getting by-passes but we were being left out. Mr Skinner was
promised that the county surveyor would be contacted in an attempt to ascertain
Charmouth's position in the waiting list.
Charmouth got its By-Pass in 1990.
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Our Sponsors
This list is of those people and organisations who have given most
generously in support of the Village Echo and the Pavey Group.
Mrs Joan Pavey
Do Heath
Mary Davies
Ed Bowditch
John Williams
Vera Matthews
Geoff Restorick
Charmouth Fayre
Pat & John Stamp
Gill & Roger Joye
Jeff & Carol Prosser
Peter & Maggie Press
Charmouth Companions
Kenneth & Mrs Bradford
Mallory & Pauline Hayter
Francis Lock, Pharmacist
Keith & Dorothy Longman
Ray & Rosalind, Stow House
Malcolm & Heather Bowditch
Ian & Alison Shilston, Morgans
James & Valerie Hatcher, Braggs
Elaine & Rob Love, Villager Stoves
Messrs Fortnam: Smith and Banwell
Paul & Jennifer, Fish Bar & Seashells
Dean & Marie Herbert, The George Inn
Peter Noel, Marshall Noel Accountants
Richard & Jan Wyatt, Roofing Specialist
Peter Sayers, South West Electrical Services
Philip & Carol Mapstone, The Queens Armes
Ian and Liz Simpson, The White House Hotel
Caroline & John Davis, The Hensleigh House Hotel
Mike Smith, Frampton, Smith & Partners, Accountants
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Devonedge Hairdressing
Ladies & Gentlemen's Hairdressing
The Street, Charmouth.

CALL IN TO OUR SALON OR
PHONE US ON 01297 560572

Hensleigh Hotel

FRANCIS LOCK
M.R. PHARMS.S

Licensed Restaurant
Lower Sea Lane, Charmouth

Developing & Printing
Kodak Films
Toiletries & Cosmetics

Light Lunches, A La Cart Restaurant

PHARMACIST
CHARMOUTH

Morning Coffees, Cream Teas,
We aim to always use Fresh Local Produce

We look forward to welcoming you soon!

We're always happy to cater for your Special Occasion Meals or Buffets

Tel :- Charmouth 560261

Reservations please call John or Caroline on 01297 560830

MORGANS OF CHARMOUTH

3-4 The Arcade , Charmouth, Dorset, DT6 6PU

YOUR VILLAGE STORE
WITH A DIFFERENCE

Plants
For
Sale

TEA ROOM &
WALLED GARDEN
OPEN EASTER TO
OCTOBER

Ray and Rosalind

The Street, Charmouth
Tel :- 01297 561228

S.W.E.S.

South West Electrical Services
Full and additional wiring, fault
Finding, security alarm systems,
Smoke detector installation, etc.
Charmouth 560577 or 07778 062811 (24hr)

The George Inn
10th Century Coach House
Bar Snacks - Full Restaurant
Real Ales
Large Garden & play Area
Dean & Marie Herbert
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CHARMOUTH FISH BAR
AND SEA SHELLS CAFÉ
NOW OPEN ALL THE
YEAR ROUND
FOR DETAILS OF OPENING TIMES
TELEPHONE : 01297 560220

MACE
J.R.W.BRAGG
(James & Valerie Hatcher)

YOUR

LONDIS
LONDIS

STORE
YOUR LOCAL STORE
IN CHARMOUTH

OFF LICENCE, LOCAL PRODUCE.
TELEPHONE
A WIDE RANGE
OF GROCERIES.
CHARMOUTH
560304
FREE
LOCAL DELIVERIES.
ATM AND PHONE TOP UPS

for a

Friendly Welcome and
Value For Money

OFF LICENCE - FRESH PRODUCE
Proprietors:
Andy
& Jill FOODS
Bailey
SUN
COTTAGE
WHOLE
01297DELIVERIES
560304
FREETel:
LOCAL

Tel: 01297 560252

MIKE BOWDITCH

Builder and General
Maintenance Work
Tel : 01297 560129

Vincent `s
HAIR DESIGN

THE STREET CHARMOUTH
DORSET DT6 6PU

Gwen Oxenbury
BED AND BREAKFAST
GreenBanks
Lower Sea Lane, Charmouth
Five Minutes From beach
Tel : Charmouth 560227

Telephone: (01297) 560221

Swansmead

BED AND BREAKFAST

Pharmacy House, Lower Sea Lane,
CHARMOUTH, Dorset, DT6 6LH
Mary Davis – Tel (01297 560025)
E-mail: pharmacyho@aol.com
Webste:http://members.aol.com/pharmacyho

Bed and Breakfast

Riverway, Charmouth
Dorset, DT6 6LS
Mrs Anthea Thomas
Tel : 01297 560465
E-mail: anthea@swansmead.co.uk

En-suite, Tea/coffee facilities, T.V., Radio, Hair Drier
Always a warm welcome Full English Breakfast
5 minutes from the Beach
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